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Problem
Objective

The forested area in the Swiss Alps has expanded by
about 30% during the 20th century. The main reason for
this development is the abandonment of agricultural
land. Land abandonment is widely explained by farm
labour migration. However, is there an ultimate
relationship between the change in the number and size
of farms and forest expansion?

We aim at identifying, disentangling and quantifying the relevant patterns and cause-effect
relationships of land abandonment and forest
expansion in the Swiss Alps with the help of newly
available large quantitative datasets.

Theoretical framework, disciplines, and methods
Forest expansion

Agricultural economics supplies
hypotheses to explain land abandonment (relations 2,5,6) and
structural change (relations 3,4).
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Vegetation dynamics addresses
hypotheses of forest expansion
on abandoned land (relations 1,7).
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Structural change in agriculture
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Socio-economic causes
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Bio-physical causes

Spatial modeling allows the quantification of the relevant patterns and cause-effect relationships.
Two complementary database-approaches for different spatial and temporal scales are used: TAA and RAPAS.

Total area approach (TAA)
In TAA, existing data sets covering the complete
area of the Swiss Alps such as Swiss National
Forest Inventory, topographic maps, labour statistics or farm census data are used.

Swiss National Forest Inventory and Swiss Areal Statistics (TAA)
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Repeated aerial photograph approach
in selected areas (RAPAS)
In RAPAS, we investigate forest expansion in
2-3 case study areas. Where necessary, existing
data are complemented by local surveys.

Aerial photographs Davos 1930 and Davos 1980 (RAPAS)

Expected results
By making the drivers of forest expansion transparent, the project contributes to an improved
decision basis for designing efficient political
measures to control land-use change.
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